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public—except when they
can't. The surrounding malls

were built in the 70s and
80s, so for decades Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) was
a pet name for the shopping
center. According to the Wiki

page, it was founded in
1919—so even before MGM
went public, the studio had
been around for a very long
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time. In 1928, Hal Roach
was writing the first of three

great Warner Bros.
comedies— “Our Gang,”
“Little Rascals” and “The

Beverly Hillbillies”—and his
Laurel Avenue Studio was
housed on the lot. By the
mid-30s it was command
central. You could see the

cartoon studio, the
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enormous soundstage, the
Warner Bros. orchestra and
the Warner Bros. studio lot

assembly building in the
distance. Then as the
postwar boom took off,

Warner Bros. expanded out
its base, and the studio

began to outgrow its home.
So in 1958, it moved to a

secret site in the Valley. The
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soundstage became the
West Coast headquarters for
Warner Bros. It was adjacent
to the Warner Bros. lot and a
six-lane freeway. While the

workforce ballooned to
50,000 between the Warner
Bros. lot and the west coast
studio, the west coast studio
was increasingly treated as a

separate entity. When the
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head of Warner Bros.
productions moved to the

west coast in the 1950s, that
small lot eventually became

a sort of miniature film
factory—a shadowy place

peopled with top-of-the-line
talent. Director David

Fincher had made “The
Game
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treat this patient effectively.
Your first step is to perform a

"what-if" analysis.
SURGICAL UPDATE:

1/16/09 The Alch was placed
with a posterior approach,
pedicle screw fixation from
T2 to S1, followed by spinal

fusion from T7 to S1 (20
levels).The patient made an
excellent recovery and had a
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stable fusion and good pain
control.The patient
underwent a lumbar

discogram, which confirmed
a stable and pain-free

lumbar spine. HEALTHY
LIVING: Some of the key

challenges facing spinal cord
injury patients are the need

to maintain good urinary and
bowel control. We can help
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you develop a program that
enables you to manage your

health with dignity and
independence. Our patients

often have a variety of
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